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09 April 2017 

Planning Assessment Commission  
 

Dear Commissioners 

Wallarah 2 Coal Project 

Letter of support 

In response to the call for submissions in relation to the abovementioned project, this letter expresses my 

support for the Project. I confirm I have personally assisted Wyong Coal in the development of the 

current infrastructure arrangement for the train load out configuration currently under consideration. 

I’m sure you have seen a range of opinions in the assessment of the Project, and I acknowledge mine is 

that as well. However various party’s reasons for objection, as presented in the media, do not always 

seem to be based on fact. 

Environment 

The environmental assessment for the project demonstrates the project should be approved and this is 

supported by the Department of Planning and Environment’s recommendation. The overall project has 

been approved previously and would have been executed had it not been for land ownership across the 

rail access proposed. The option put forward in the modification presents a lower environmental and 

social impact, and so there appears no logical reason why the project should not be approved. There has 

been significant effort by the Project team to develop this arrangement and work within tight constraints. 

I wholeheartedly believe that climate change is the most important issue of our generation to address 

and mitigate. The reality is that several countries will rely on coal to generate electricity for potentially 

three to four (or more) decades. The use of high quality Australia coal, such as that from Wallarah 2, is a 

critically important part of the transition to a low, and eventually zero emissions world economy. Simply 

put, if coal is to be used, we should be supplying high calorific coal in the first instance. The argument 

that this project should not be approved, simply because it is coal, will result in the use of poorer quality 

coal to generate electricity, and delay peak emissions. I do not suggest this is ideal, but a harsh reality of 

the difficulties confronting the world economy and the, as yet to be addressed, downside of renewable 

energy sources. 

Economy 

Further, the construction and operational economical benefits have been confirmed and approved by the 

Department. I work as a consulting engineer within the Hunter Valley, and have seen the impact the 

recent mining downturn has had on the community, and within the company I work for. This not only 

relates to projects shelved or not approved, but the downsizing of many mines. The commencement of 

this new mine will be a welcome boost to direct operational employment, and also the service and 

materials support sectors.  
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My brother is a boiler maker and lives on the central coast. Opportunities to work on the construction of 

projects as large as the Wallarah 2 Project are rare on the central coast and will be welcome. I 

understand the project has a local procurement policy. Personally, I also hope to gain work on the design 

and construction phases of the project. 

Summary 

In summary, our community requires respect of competing interests, and tensions between parties will be 

present, and indeed are part of a health modern democracy. However on balanced assessment, the 

modification under consideration presents a lower environmental risk, and it seems objections, at least 

those presented in the media, are: 

 Philosophical in relation to anti-coal sentiment, and/or 

 Commercial in relation to perceived loss relating to as yet to be approved or commenced 

development. 

I respect both these views, however on a balanced consideration, they cannot be the basis for rejection 

of a project meeting the requirements for approval with the NSW planning and regulatory system. 

I urge the Commission to approve this project. I trust that this letter has presented a logical basis for 

supporting the approval of the mine.  

Faithfully 

Paul Youman 

MIEAust CPEng NER 

 




